
World Healing Day, April 30, 2016

Have you ever noticed in online searches that sometimes the relevant

information gets lost in the amount of information? Such is the case with

World Healing Day. On Google search there are several references to several

different dates for World Healing Day could easily be confused with a myriad

of other more specific healing days. Although most are likely positive and

beneficial, the one having to do with the the open-ended transmission of

healing energy that is beneficial to all is on the last Saturday of every

April, and includes related events on every day of the weekend surrounding

it.

On April 30, 2016 the vibration of the conscious energies of millions of

people throughout the world will focus on "One World, One Breath". Anyone

wanting to participate in World Healing Day is welcome and can be assured

they are joining with global consciousness if they mark calendars for April

30, 2016.

The power of group consciousness directed toward an aim such as peace has

been tested, and has proven astonishing results of at least a 70% drop in

violence, warfare, and terrorism, according to Permanent Peace Organization.

Quantum physicists and scholars alike have carefully scrutinized the power

of meditation in and find results are consistent and nearly immediate, when

people collectively focus on an end-result of healing or peace while in a

relaxed delta state of meditation, the focus becomes reality.

If you would like to see a fascinating ongoing study of meditative phenomenon

such as brain painting, random data tapestries, and music in data,check out

The Global Consciousness Project of Princeton University,and what better way

to promote world peace can there be than to involve a university of minds

simultaneously on World Healing Day?

The founder of World Healing Day, Bill Douglas, set this forth as a day we

can meditate, pray, and focus on the mantra "One World, One Breath". Mr.

Douglas has provided us with a central point to integrate universals of mind,

body, and spirit at worldtaichiday.org. Here you will find worldwide and

real-time videos of the these events, along with an abundance of resources

and connections to the events.

Does anyone else have the honor of a birthday that falls on April 30? For

my part in celebrating my own birthday, I will be offering 99 healing art

and music videos regarding; reiki, qi, meditations, readings, visualizations,

http://www.permanentpeace.org/evidence/index.html
http://noosphere.princeton.edu/
http://worldtaichiday.org


and additional resources on youtube and on jilljj.com. These videos are

designed to assist with reaching a calm and focused state of meditation in

which you may begin to heal yourself and others, bring peace into being,

experience delta frequency waves of art and music,and learn a multitude of

techniques you can use to create inner and outer peace.

Art therapy has been a topic of my recent research, and in doing so, I have

found a multifaceted meditative approach as demonstated in these videos to

good effect and makes meditation easier to assimilate and understand.

Ultimately, they were designed to bring peace online and into hearts. In a

most recent video I have had the privilege of working with a prodigy and truly

inspired musician, Suduaya, who naturally includes waves of abundant love

and peace in his music. I hope you attend and meditate with me, Suduaya, and

many bright minds on this important day.

In searching these resources, you will find a collage of helpful information

covering many groups throughout the world as they practice he events being

held that day including; tai chi, qigong, yoga, prayer, healing, meditation,

art, music, reiki,and dance. It is an opportunity to hone these skills while

connecting with energy to heal self,others,and our precious planet.

This huge meditative party of collective consciousness happens to be a day

to celebrate. It would be great to acknowledge just how many guests plan on

attending this event. If you are planning on spending this day celebrating

with us, and with me on my birthday, we hope to see a comment or thumbs up

from you, your friends, neighbors, and your families, on April 30, 2016, a

Saturday, which is reason enough to take a breath, relax, meditate, and take

another breath,and Om with the world.

Namaste'

Jill Annette Johnson

Jill is an artist, writer, reiki practitioner, and farmer, who lives in the

heart of Minnesota. She graduated quite honorably from SCSU with a Bachelor

of Science in Art Education, and is currently studying art therapy and healing

techniques.

In her daily life, she integrates and promotes the concepts of holistic mind,

body, and spirit with her works and shares her portfolio of experiences at

http://www.jilljj.com

http://www.jilljj.com
http://www.jilljj.com



